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The Fourth Manufacturing
Revolution is Here. Powerful
CAD/CAM Technology Offers
Much Needed Tools.

The manufacturing community is in the midst of the fourth manufacturing revolution – a
transformation that is and will continue to deliver change on an unprecedented scale. While
the first three manufacturing revolutions gave us steam power, electricity and digitization,
the fourth manufacturing revolution is blurring the lines between the physical, digital and
biological spheres across so many sectors.
Artificial intelligence (AI), automation, nanotechnology, quantum computing, synthetic biology
and robotics is fueling change that significantly surpasses the highly disruptive power of the
digital transformation of the last several decades. The changes manifesting from the fourth
manufacturing revolution will disrupt and change the business model of every industry and
will change the careers of professionals within those industries.

Every day, more manual processes become automated, and as technology continues to
accelerate, so will automation. According to McKinsey’s recent report, “Jobs Lost, Jobs
Gained: Workforce Transformation in a Time of Automation,” up to 375 million workers
may need to change their occupational category by 2030.
Manufacturing has certainly not been untouched by these changes. Enabled by
ongoing technology advancements, automation of “lower value activities” continues.
Given technology advancements, functions that were considered higher or of at least
moderate value activities a short while ago, are being relegated to lower value activities
by these technology advancements.
More than fifteen years ago, a column in Modern Machine Shop asked if we will
need CNC programmers in the future. Fifteen years later, yes, we still need CNC
programmers and will for the foreseeable future. However, the true value that CNC
programmers deliver to manufacturing organizations has and will continue to shift.
For instance, CNC programmers within thriving manufacturing organizations are
less preoccupied with handling individual workpiece programs and more dedicated to
strategic process planning. These CNC programmers are developing best practices for
manufacturing and machining, developing strategies for new cutting tools, learning to
work with new materials and leveraging new machine capabilities.
CNC programmers are establishing smart decision-making paradigms within their
CAM technology so that they can focus attention on problem workpieces rather than
routine activities.
Modern manufacturing demands – increased complexity, shorter lead times, and tighter
margins – require that both manufacturers and individual manufacturing professionals
leverage advanced CAD/CAM and other technologies to prosper.

Within the following pages, we discuss five
tools, or CAD/CAM technology attributes,
modern manufacturing organizations
and manufacturing professionals require
to prosper. Ultimately, manufacturing
organizations need a CAD/CAM solution
powerful enough to provide these tools.
A special thanks to Colin Gilchrist of Gilchrist
Consulting Services for help with the content
of this eBook.
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1

Parametric Design
& Full Assembly Modeling

When you draw geometry in a non-parametric program, the geometry either
is static or fixed in position, relative to the origin of your coordinate system.
Non- parametric design software often includes commands to translate your
geometry, which allows you to move, rotate, and scale the geometry, but will
still lack the ability to assign any design intent to the geometry created. But,
what is design intent and why is it important?

For example, you might want to create a centered relation that would keep a
body centered between two faces on another solid. But what happens when
you make a change to the parent solid, or to the solid being mated? With
TopSolid’s full assembly modeling capabilities, the constraints and relations
preserve your design intent, allowing you to rapidly build, and easily modify,
your assemblies.

Design intent is a term used to describe how the model should be created
and how it should behave when it is changed. Parametric design is the
creation of a model based on a series of pre-programmed rules or
algorithms known as ‘parameters’. Parts are generated automatically by
internal logic arguments rather than by being manually manipulated.

Both the parametric design and full assembly modeling capabilities
of TopSolid allow designers and engineers the ability to efficiently and
accurately make modifications within their designs speeding time to
market and increasing product quality. Additionally, engineers can leverage
TopSolid’s simulation capabilities to see how well the product will hold up in
various conditions, which can often identify design flaws. When design flaws
are nearly inevitably uncovered, modifications and adjustments are quite
efficient to make.

A fully parametric CAD system, like TopSolid 7, allows you to create a design
with design intent using combinations of dimensions and relations called
constraints. Using constraints like tangent, coincident, centered, or parallel
(and many others), gives the user the ability to control the overall design of
the part, independent of the specific size of the features, which is driven by
dimensions. If that weren’t enough, TopSolid can also define and even share
formulas and variables to drive the dimensions.
Like parametric design, full assembly modeling capabilities allow you to
maintain design intent.

For these reasons, parametric design and full assembly modeling capabilities
are essential tools of modern manufacturing.
Families of parts can be built and/or modified with incredible speed. You
can even import models from other CAD packages and use some of the
feature recognition tools within TopSolid to add parametric intelligence to
a “dumb” model.
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Reuse
Manufacturing
Knowledge

Streamline
Your Process

Efficient
Change & Revision
Management

STREAMLINE
YOUR PROCESS

Automate
Approvals

Build
Organizational
Knowledge

Product Data Management (PDM)

Product data management is the use of software to track and control data related to a product.
The data tracked usually involves the technical specifications of the product, specifications for manufacture
and development, and the types of materials that will be required for manufacturing.

Seamless
Cross-Team
Communication

Machine
& Tool
Knowledge

Without PDM capability, files have no relationship to other CAD/CAM files, beyond the rudimentary process of importing data from another file. This makes
it very cumbersome to build new jobs, even if you have template files to work from because every component is always built from scratch with no ability to
reference other files.
Additionally, without PDM capabilities, manufacturing knowledge generated for one project cannot be easily reused for another project.
In contrast, TopSolid 7 was built on a PDM backbone. This gives TopSolid users the ability to:
> Build libraries of parts, methods and tooling that can be reused for
other projects and by other users

> Establish numbering schemes that matches the way your
company runs a part

> Data connectedness allowing for much more efficient and accurate
change management processes

> Have a local recycle bin

> Track revision history including instantly reverting to a previous version

> Automate the notification process for model and drawing approval

> Check in/check out projects and files
> Establish security permissions

PDM capabilities allow manufacturers to accumulate and reuse accumulating manufacturing knowledge. A PDM-based CAD/CAM solution allows
manufacturers to become smarter, more efficient, and capable of producing higher quality products.
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Kinematic
Awareness

Kinematics is a mathematical description of the physical layout of your machine
tool. Kinematics describe the combination of linear and rotary axes, their
layout/relationship to one another, and how they are anchored or placed on
the base of the machine tool. Every machine type, be it a traditional mill or lathe,
a robot that only uses rotary joints, or a complex mill turn machine, can be
described kinematically by describing first the base of the machine.
Kinematics are set up in TopSolid by building a machine definition that contains the
linear and rotary axis, their position relative to each other (what gets mounted on
top of what?), and the physical distances and travel limits of each axis.
Nearly all other CAM solutions are toolpath centric, rather than kinematically
aware. This means that every toolpath in a toolpath-centric software is
unaware of the capabilities of your machine tool. The algorithm is only designed
to take geometry as input, and to calculate the tool positions and movement to
remove the material as you’ve described the operation using the parameters in
the dialog boxes. This means something as simple as detecting an over-travel
condition inside the CAM interface is impossible.
It isn’t until you get downstream inside the post processor, or inside a piece of
simulation software that you can detect problems with the toolpath itself.

When you create a machine with TopSolid, the software captures the kinematic
layout of the machine, and uses that knowledge internally with a very powerful
engine to know the capabilities of your machine tool.
By having knowledge of your machine tool, every path is created using the
real linear and rotary positions of your machine tool. Moreover, it is no longer
necessary to describe a plane matrix to position your tool during multi-axes
toolpath creation. The software interrogates the geometry as you select it, and
based on the orientation of the geometry, relative to your kinematic model of
your machine, will create the angle pair solutions to position your machine.
Since TopSolid does all the rotary and linear calculations up front in the
software, it gives you two distinct advantages. The first is “WYSIWYG” (what
you see is what you get) post processing. When you simulate a toolpath inside
of TopSolid with machine simulation, you are driving a simulation of the actual
layout of your machine.
The second advantage is that building a post processor is much simpler in
TopSolid, because all the heavy lifting is done for you in the kinematic engine inside
the CAM interface. Finally, by knowing the kinematics of your machine, TopSolid
presents you with options and checkboxes to enable the features you want.
Programming with the actual capabilities and characteristics of your machine tools
offers much greater efficiencies, insights into your process and reduces error.
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Methods

Remember the mention of automation, including CAD/CAM automation, at
the beginning of this piece?
A method in TopSolid is a sequence of events that create machining
operations. Many CAM software packages allow you to create a macro that
records a series of sequential steps, or even let you use operation libraries,
where you store a specific type of machining operation toolpath, with preset
parameter values of your choosing.
Using operation libraries is good, but there are often steps involved that
aren’t easily communicated to the programmer just by selecting the name
of an operation in a list of operations. You still will most likely need to setup
planes, tools, and select geometry or change chain settings for each
operation you import. While the overall process of importation saves you
time, the process is still manually executed, and tedious.
Missler Software addressed this lack of functionality by building a function
called methods into TopSolid. A method is like a series of step-by-step
instructions and actions that let you capture the overall parts programming
process on your actual machines.

What is meant by entire programming process? When you create a
method, you use a dialog box with a series of actions. This includes a rich
set of tools for selecting geometry, setting planes, origins, and just about
any parameter you can think of. In addition to setting toolpath parameters,
you can prompt the user with a question, and have their response to that
question trigger some action. During selection of geometry, you can choose
if the selection is automatic, or set a variable condition. This is based on
using VB.NET code to grab just about any parameter you can imagine. Say
you select a pocket deeper than 2.0 inches. If this occurs, you want to drop
the feed rate by 20 percent because you know the aspect ratio of your tool
just increased.
In addition to planning the sequence of events, pictures can be added at
each step of the process to help guide the person executing the method on a
new part. In this way, a method almost becomes a guided tutorial for walking
a user step-by-step through the selection of geometry, and creation of new
toolpath operations.
Methods can be copied, renamed, and modified. You can add new steps,
modify the logic, and control just about every aspect of toolpath generation,
tool selection, geometry selection, and clear instructions about what is to be
machined, and how to accomplish that task. During method execution, steps
can be skipped altogether, without affecting the other steps in the process.
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FACTOR OF 10
The use of TopSolid methods can reduce the average programming time
from a day of programming, down to 5-10 minutes to execute a method.
What would it mean to your company if you could reduce the programming
time for the average job in your shop by a factor of 10?
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Stock Awareness

One of the tasks that every CNC programmer must accomplish is
accounting for the piece of stock that is used to fabricate a given part. In
large organizations, there is often a planner that will analyze the job during
the quotation process. A piece of material is specified in order to obtain a
quote, and that information is passed along to the NC Programmer to begin
programming the job. If you are lucky, the planner did a good job and gave
you a realistic amount of stock on the sides of the part to do the job.
In small shops, the planning, ordering, fixture design, and eventually, CNC
programming all falls to a single programmer.
As the NC programmer begins to write toolpath operations to remove
material from the part, they are left to keep track of the remaining material
that is left on the workpiece. Sometimes on relatively simple parts, this is
easily accomplished.
However, more complicated projects like 5-axis manifolds, blisks, impellers,
etc. make stock management a lot more complicated.
If you are lucky, the planner did a good job and gave you a realistic amount of
stock on the sides of the part to do the job.

Early CAD/CAM programs included verification which used stereolithography
(STL) models, one of the first forms of additive manufacturing as the driving
component. An STL file represents the “skin” of a part by meshing the part
mathematically using triangles to form a faceted model that represents a part
shape. STL files are convenient because they are smaller than a parametric
solid model, and they are easier for the verification engine to simulate the path
of a tool through the model. If the triangle was fully intersected by the tool
shape, remove it from the simulation. If the triangle merely intersects the tool
shape, then truncate it at the tangent contact point. The verify engine passes
the tool shape through the model until the material your path removes is
reflected in the results of the simulation.
While the old method of verification was good, it was also time consuming for
the programmer. Managing stock became a second job and knowing the ins and
outs of creating and using STL files became a huge overhead cost to manage.
Within today’s faster moving, high efficiency and lower profit margin
manufacturing landscape, stock management is another task that can
easily be automated with TopSolid 7. Today’s CNC programmers, or the
companies they work for, simply do not have the time for stock awareness to
be a second job.
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